Check-ins: a new philosophy for performance reviews
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The annual performance review was a scenario not too different from this imagined scenario. Once a year, manager and employee would sit across from one another in a formal meeting and discuss everything accomplished or missed over the entire year with point values assigned, goals reviewed, and compensation determined.
The real crux of an annual performance review is that, for the employee, it’s an indefensible position to be in. The year is over and the manager is likely here with an evaluation done and future determined.

**It’s no wonder that 95% of employees are dissatisfied with the annual review process and 90% don’t believe they provide accurate information.**

That’s why smart companies are changing the annual performance review.

Instead of a single evaluation, companies are switching to a culture of continuous performance management with frequent, recorded check-ins.

When managers provide daily feedback (versus annual feedback), their employees are:
- **6.0 times more likely to strongly agree that they receive meaningful feedback**
- **3.6 times more likely to strongly agree that they are motivated to do outstanding work**
- **3.0 times more likely to be engaged at work**

This ebook will take you through the new philosophy of continuous performance management with check-ins and practical tips for how to implement it within your company.

**Let’s get started.**
The new philosophy of feedback: a fundamental shift

Building a culture of continuous feedback represents a fundamental shift in the philosophy surrounding feedback and the relationship between company and employee. Here’s the underlying difference between performance reviews and continuous performance management:

**Philosophy of annual performance reviews:** The company must hold the employee accountable and assess the employee’s value.

**Philosophy of continuous performance management:** Employees want to perform well, but they also want to improve, grow, and develop. The company’s role is to support the employee on this journey (to mutual benefit).

Companies embracing the new philosophy are building semi-formal “check-ins” into their structure and processes. Check-ins represent a conversation, held at regular intervals, where feedback and notes are collected to record progress and build a plan of action for the future.

**The benefit of doing check-ins:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Employee Empowerment</th>
<th>Course Correction</th>
<th>Engagement (feeling of progress)</th>
<th>Value Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check-ins on goals tracks progress, identifies obstacles, and ensures open communication on next-steps to be taken.</td>
<td>Check-ins allow both the employee and manager to be empowered to influence project direction throughout the year and performance expectations. Employees don’t have to wait for approval, but instead engage in the process.</td>
<td>Frequent check-ins progress on projects and overarching goals can identify obstacles and allow for rapid course correction. This will keep employees working towards a productive goal and help managers identify and develop low performers.</td>
<td>Check-in conversations builds a stronger relationship between employee and manager. 83 per cent of companies say they see quality of conversations go up with more frequent check-ins.</td>
<td>Check-ins demonstrate the value your company places in employees. This value is open and transparent to everyone at every level. Feedback and conversations amount to more than a “checked box.” You are investing in your employees.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The writing is on the wall. Continuous feedback with recorded check-ins is building a better company culture with better ROI.

The anatomy of a check-in

Check-in conversations can cover a range of topics, but largely fall into two general categories: performance and development. These conversations also provide an opportunity to collect data more frequently, with a more formal format than an unstructured conversation, but without the rating and pressure of a full performance review.

Performance check-ins: conversations are focused on goals and specific projects. While managers want to take the opportunity to acknowledge successes and offer course correction and development opportunity for any missed marks, let employees guide the conversation. Discussion topics may include:

- Status of short-term goals and long-term projects
- Recent accomplishments
- Revising goals with employee

Development check-ins: conversations encompass a larger section of time, usually a quarter, with a focus on needs of the employee, skill gaps, development needs, and personal career goals. Discussion topics may include:

- Status of learning and courses in progress
- Training requests tied to professional or personal development goals
- How to achieve employee’s career goals

Timing of check-ins will depend on the complexity of goals and tasks and the culture you want to cultivate within your company.
Who initiates the check-in: Check-ins should be empowering and collaborative for both manager and employee. Initiating a check-in conversation should be open to either party; however, a supportive tool like PiiQ can help facilitate the conversation.

More than just a conversation

A truly productive check-in is more than just a quick chat over coffee in the breakroom. Check-in conversations provide an opportunity to discuss performance and development, and to collect data to be integrated into the employee's overall performance review.
Using a tool can be helpful to keep record of all notes and action items to be used as feedback.

**Self-reflection:** Employees are empowered to use check-ins for self-reflection and to direct conversations with their manager. The employee can direct the conversation based off of the notes captured and discuss what went well, what could be improved, and steps for the future.

**More meaningful performance reviews:** If the company chooses to do an annual performance review in addition to check-ins, the data collected will provide a more accurate and meaningful reflection of the previous year’s accomplishments and opportunities for improvement. Check-ins ensure that there should be no surprises to either manager or employee; frequent communication and recorded notes make the process of reviewing a more productive experience for both.
The underlying philosophy surrounding feedback and performance reviews is changing. Check-ins and continuous learning and feedback are producing employees who are more satisfied and engaged within their company.

You’ve worked hard to attract top talent to push your company forward, but now the challenge is how best to retain that talent. Turnover is a financial drain for several reasons, including loss of skills, productivity, knowledge, and the time and resources it takes to refill that position. Per recent research by Deloitte, Adobe reduced voluntary turnover by 30% by implementing a continuous feedback culture within their company.

Not only will your company hold onto top performers, but regular check-ins will help you develop low performers. Companies without a talent management strategy waste up to 34 days each year dealing with underperformers. Check-ins will help hold low performers accountable and develop a plan of action for course correction.

Check-ins will help your company keep those top performers and develop them even further, while helping to course correct lower performers. Multiple touch points increase engagement and development, while reducing the costs of turnover and low-performers.

Summary

Cornerstone has talent management solutions for all business needs, from simple to complex. Talk to one of our experts to find the right solution for your company. Request a demo.